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There is only one good, knowledge, and one evil, ignorance. Socrates, 390 B.C.
I. Identify the following (who, what when, where, why and HS): (Five points
apiece)
Abraham Lincoln:

Jefferson Davis:

General Robert E. Lee:

Ulysses S. Grant:

Battle of Gettysburg:

II. Create a fictional one-sentence newspaper headline which captures the essence
(the historical significance) of the following: (five points apiece)
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Emancipation Proclamation:
William Tecumseh Sherman:
Barton, Clara:
New York City Draft Riots:
Blockade-runners:
III. Use the Four Boxes of History approach to trace the development of some
military, technological, scientific, social and/or religious development which had
its origin in the historical period covered during this unit. (twenty points)

IV. Essay Questions. Use the back of these pages to write your essay answers.
Three part answers generally earn an A. Two part answers generally earn a B. One
part answers generally earn a C. Label your three points a), b) and c). Underline
each cite once. Underline each key number twice. (Twenty Points apiece).
1. Discuss and evaluate the pros and cons of slavery.
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2. Discuss how the development of the rifled musket affected the Civil War.
3. Discuss three reasons why the South lost the Civil War.
4. Discuss three different reasons why the North won the Civil War.
V. Identify the following and list three significant facts about each of the
following (five points apiece).
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VI. Self Assessment. Give yourself one point apiece if you honestly believe that
you deserve credit for the following:
a) I attended every class to date, ____ Yes, or ____ No
b) I paid attention in every class, ____ Yes, or ____ No
c) I took notes on every video, ____ Yes, or ____ No
d) I took notes on every discussion packet, ____ Yes, or ____ No
e) I participated in classroom discussions, ____ Yes, or ____ No
f) How many hours did you spend:
Studying for this test:_____
Working on your Research Papers:_____
Working on your Scavenger Hunt:_____
_____ Total points, Reasons for point loss:
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